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feel happier, have more energy, 
do more good stuff
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EFT Tapping can help you:
• be happier

• feel less anxious and more calm and peaceful

• be more creative and resourceful

• relate to others more easily

• have your professional success

• earn more money

• reduce cravings

• overcome procrastination - be more productive and 
effective

• reduce or eliminate pain 

• improve sports performance

• get out of a bad mood

• recover from illness faster

• let go of the limiting beliefs that hold you back in any area 
of life 

My Intention
My intention with this EFT manual is to introduce you to the basics 
of EFT tapping.

If you’re brand new to EFT...

...you can think of this as being in your first day of a 
painting class.  

You’re given paper, brushes and paints.  And you finish your class 
with a painting. 

It may not be ready for 
hanging in a gallery, but 
you will have a painting. 

After reading this manual, 
you’ll have all the tools 
you need to do fully 
functional EFT.  

And, just like at the end 
of your first painting 
class, there are many 
techniques and skills you 
can continue to learn that 
will improve your results.  

If you continue to use 
your EFT skills, your effectiveness will continue to grow. 

You’ll produce better and better “art” with your EFT tools. 

Just as your art of painting would continue to grow with practice...

...your art of EFT will increase the more you do it. 

About EFT
Meridian Tapping - Ancient Roots
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Roots of Emotional Freedom Tapping 

Emotional Freedom Tapping is a from of Energy Psychology that 

has its roots in methods that are at least 4500 years old, 

with the discovery of energy or qi meridians.

Thousands of clinical studies attest to its effectiveness.

There are success stories in everything from PTSD (Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder) to anxiety to phobias to cancer.

When doing EFT, specific points on the skin are stimulated and 
result in scientifically measurable neurological effects.

Tapping therapy can be used to help overcome a wide range of 
emotional, psychological and physical problems.

In fact, Gary Craig, the originator of EFT says, “Try it on 
everything!”

EFT technique is easy and quick to learn. In 15 minutes, you’ll be 
ready to do it yourself.

Once you’ve done the process a few times, you’ll be able to use 
tapping therapy on your own to improve your life in many ways.

Psychological Acupressure
EFT therapy is a form of psychological acupressure.

It uses the same energy meridians which have been used in 
traditional acupuncture for over four thousand years.

But EFT is non-invasive. 

We tap gently with our fingertips on the 
acupuncture point, stimulating the 
meridian with energy.

At the same time, you think about your 
specific problem.

This can be a disturbing memory, past 
trauma, a current difficulty or emotional upset, a goal or intention.

About EFT 
Meridian Tapping - Ancient Roots
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When you stimulate the body’s energy system, while thinking 
about your problem, energy moves, emotions shift and you 
experience a clearing or release.  

Instead of strengthening the negative emotions, as often happens 
when doing typical complaining...

...if you complain while tapping you feel relief. 

What Do You Do?
While tapping on the 
specific points on your 
head and chest, you 
give voice...

...to your problem.

The combination of 
stimulating the energy 
meridians and voicing 
your thoughts – while 

feeling the emotions – works to clear what was previously a 
stuck energetic pattern.

Where you previously could see and feel only one way about a 
situation or past event…

…the process of moving the energy while activating 
thoughts and emotions about it, clears the emotional block 
that was previously keeping you in a negative state.

I often call this first, negative stage of EFT “dumping.” As in 
dumping the trash or dumping all your negative thoughts and 
emotions. 

It clears the block in your body’s bioenergy system and restores 
your mind and body to balance.

This allows new, more empowering, resourceful, creative, healthy, 
loving, joyful and peaceful thoughts and emotions to emerge.

It Looks So Silly!
Many people (I was one of them), are put off by the looks of 
emotional tapping.

Let’s face it, it looks silly.

Tapping on your head to clear a bad mood?

And to others, it seems unscientific. 

I know that at first, EFT seemed silly 
and unscientific to me ...and I 
rejected EFT on my first exposure 
(SO glad I took a second look!).

Without previous experience or 
knowledge of the electromagnetic 
energy that flows through our body -

– and how it affects our thoughts, 
emotions and physical health, we 

About EFT
Getting Started
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may not be able to make any sense of how or why it could work.

Still, therapists and tens of thousands of individuals have reported 
effective treatments for everything from anxiety to the effects of 
chemotherapy.

And I can personally tell you that EFT tapping absolutely works. 
That’s why so many therapists have switched from talk-based 
therapy to tapping techniques.

The positive effects on the physical body is also why so many 
medical practitioners worldwide are now using tapping therapy.

Tapping Basics
Tap gently with several fingers.  Tap about as hard as you might 
drum on a table top.  

You want to learn the locations of the tapping points…

… and you want to be tapping in the best location for 
stimulating the meridian, however you don’t need to worry 
about being absolutely precise.

This is why we generally tap with several fingers, to maximize the 
chances of hitting the mark.

Also, if you study from more than one EFT expert, you’ll find that 
we all have our own preference for tapping points.  

Some add the liver point, others tap the wrists together, etc. 

I’ve concluded that 
which points you tap 
isn’t nearly as 
important...

...as is the need to tap 
enough points to 
stimulate your energy 
system. 

This causes your body 
to release the stress 
response tat used to 
be triggered by 
thinking of that issue. 

Four or five points would probably be enough - my tapping point 
set includes eight points. 

It’s All In the Fingertips
Many meridians start or end at the fingertips.  

So, as you tap, you’ll be stimulating the energy meridians on the 
fingertips.  

This is why it’s better to tap with your fingertips than with an 
object or another body part.

Second, you’re tapping on specific energy meridians and 
stimulating them too.

About EFT
What’s It All About?
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Steps in the Tapping Process
1. TUNE IN AND ASSESS

The first step of EFT tapping is to get a measurement of how 
strong your emotion is. 

Since we have no scale to stand on or no blood test to take, the 
assessment will be subjective. 

You simply listen to what your inner voice is saying about your 
issue and feel the intensity of the related emotions. 

Here’s what you do:

Sit quietly, close your eyes and tune in.

When tuned in, take an assessment of the intensity of your 
emotional state.  

Get an intensity number, from 0 - 10.  Zero means you have no 
emotion about the issue.  Ten means you feel maximum intensity 
about it. 

Instead of using your brain to think about your number, let it be 
more of a body response.  Just let a number pop into your mind.

This is not a logical decision, but more of a “gut reaction.” 

Note your starting number on paper.  

You’ll be continually re-assessing as you go through the process. 

Your assessments will help guide you to your next step and affirm 
that you’re getting results from the tapping. 

2. THE SET UP

You can think of the set-up as “talking to your subconscious.”  

In fact, this part of the EFT process is expressly designed to 
pacify the subconscious gatekeepers who want to keep you safe 
(stuck) in your habitual patterns.  

They are designed to keep you safe, but their methods don’t 
always make you happy, free and whole. 

The Problem

the Karate Chop point, just 
under my fingertips, is hwere 
you tap while stating the 
problem. 

Begin by tapping on the 
karate chop point and say,

Even though ___________ 
(describe your problem), I 
love and accept myself.

Make this statement three 
times, while tapping 

continuously on the karate chop point.

How to Do EFT
Step By Step
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Fill in the blank with a short description of what’s bothering you.  

You will say something like, 

Even though I feel 
overwhelmed...

Even though I’m furious right 
now...

Even though I’m terrified about 
___...

Even though I have this 
throbbing headache...

Even though I have this craving for ___ (sugar, carbs, 
chocolate, alcohol, gambling, shopping, etc.)...

The Affirmation

In the Set-Up, you do two things:  state what’s wrong and affirm 
that you accept yourself anyway (or make any type of positive 
statement).

Here are a few possible affirmations to get you started (See the 
Tapping Tips section for many more options).

Even though I __(the problem)_, I accept myself and all my 
feelings

Even though I ____________, I accept myself right now.

Even though I ____________, I’d like to accept myself just as I 
am.

Even though I ____________, I know deep down I am ok.

Even though I ____________, I’m ok. 

Examples, with the whole statement:

Even though I feel overwhelmed, I love and accept myself.

Even though I’m feeling furious, I accept myself and all my 
feelings.

Even though I am terrified about the presentation I have to 
give, I’d like to accept myself just as I am.

Even though I have this throbbing headache, I know deep 
down I’m ok.

Even though I have this craving for carbs, I’m ok.

3. TAP THE POINTS

After you do the Tapping Set-up, you do one or more “rounds” of 
EFT tapping on the meridian points.

(At the end of this manual, I’ve included a whole-page version of 
this tapping chart and photos of each of the tapping points.)

One round starts at the Eyebrow point and ends at the Top of the 
Head.

At each point, you say a statement, called the EFT reminder 
phrase.

How to Do EFT
Step By Step
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You can say the same thing at each point, or you can vary your 
affirmations.  

Let’s say you’re problem is that you are feeling overwhelmed. 

At each point, you can repeat the statement, “This overwhelm.”

Eyebrow:  This overwhelm

Side of Eye:  This overwhelm

Under Eye:  This overwhelm

Under Nose:  This overwhelm

Chin:  This overwhelm

Collarbone:  This overwhelm

Under Arm:  This overwhelm

Top of Head:  This overwhelm

That is one round.  Repeat at least two more times.

4. DEEP BREATH

Take a deep breath. 

This helps move more energy, oxygenates the mind and body and 
helps bring mental clarity. 

5. REASSESS

Tune in and assess again. 

What is your intensity level now?

Ideally, you keep tapping until you bring your intensity level down 
to a zero. 

You can do a new Set Up every five rounds or so.

How to Do EFT
Step By Step
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This is the simplest form of EFT and can be very effective, if you 
are tuned into the overwhelm while tapping.  

It doesn’t require any need for creative wording and erases the 
concern about “what do I say?”

Now You’ve Learned the Simplest Form
Now you’ve learned the simplest form of EFT. 

For simple daily upsets, like getting irritated, having hurt feelings, 
feeling anxious, worried, frustrated or overwhelmed, this simple 
form of EFT can be all you need. 

But there are times when the simple form of EFT doesn’t quite do 
the trick.  

You need a tapping technique that goes deeper. 

Here is another simple form of EFT that will take you to a deeper 
level. 

I call it Going With the Flow.

Ready For the Next Level?

How to Do EFT
Step By Step

Re-Cap of the EFT Steps

1.  Tune in to your issue.

2.Assess your level of intensity, 1-10.

3.Set-Up (tap the karate chop while 
saying the set-up affirmation 3 times).

4.Tap several rounds on the points. 

5.Deep breath and re-assess.

6. If memories, insights or new emotions 
came up, tap on them.

7.Do a new Set-Up every five rounds or 
so, or when you begin a new topic.

8.Keep repeating the process until you 
feel good (down to 0, 1 or 2). 
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How to Do EFT
Step By Step

Flowing With EFT
Let’s say you are upset because you’re feeling overwhelmed. 

Follow these steps, which you already learned in the first 
example, with a few additions.

  

1. LIST ALL THAT’S OVERWHELMING YOU

In this method, you begin with making a list of everything you’re 
overwhelmed about. 

No need for neatness or careful prose.  Just jot down a list. 
Include your thoughts and your emotions. 

You’ll use that list as tapping phrases. 

We begin the same as before.  

2. TUNE IN AND ASSESS 

Tune in and assess the intensity of your overwhelm, on a scale 
of 1 to 10.  Write down your number at the top of your list. 

3. EFT SET UP

Tapping continuously on the karate chop point, state the 
problem and an affirmation.  It may go something like this:

Even though I’m feeling so overwhelmed right now, I accept 
myself just the way I am. 

Even though I’m overwhelmed and feel confused and 
anxious, I accept myself and all my feelings.

Even though I’ve got this huge list of things to do and 
worries and concerns, I love and approve of myself. 
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4. TAP

When doing this going with the flow tapping - enhanced by a 
written list, I like to begin by just pouring out my heart. 

So let your first round be extemporaneous - not looking at your 
list.

Then, after you’ve tapped everything on your mind, tap your list, 
one statement at each point. 

I find this is a very thorough method and is very efficient in 
resolving my upset. 

Eyebrow:  I’m totally overwhelmed. 

Side of Eye:  Completely overwhelmed. 

Under Eye:  Feeling anxious and overwhelmed. 

Under Nose:  All these things to do. 

Chin:  It’s way too much. 

Collarbone:  I can’t handle it all. 

Under Arm:  I’ve got so much to do I can’t even start. 

Top of Head:  Just look at my list!

At this point, you read your list aloud as you tap.  Read one 
statement while tapping at each point. 

Then tap while venting anything else that comes up for you. It’s 
not important how many rounds this takes in all.

5. DEEP BREATH AND REASSESS

Take a deep breath and reassess your emotional state.  If you’re 
still above a five, in intensity, do more rounds of the above 
tapping, to reduce your 
stress level even more. 

6. WHAT DO YOU 
WANT?

When you’re down to a 
five or lower, ask yourself 
some questions, to get 
at how you’d like to feel, 
what you’d like to think 
or do.  Ask yourself, 

“How do I want to feel instead?”  

“What would I like to think?”

In the case of overcoming overwhelm you might answer:

confident

focused

calm

energized

How to Do EFT
Step By Step
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capable

ready to face what’s most important

willing to do just one thing at a time

willing to be patient with the process

wisdom that we can only do one thing at a time

Using those phrases, you will move into a more positive form of 
EFT, tapping in your positive intentions. 

This is powerful and can be quite energizing. 

7. SET UP

Even though I’m still feeling a little overwhelmed, what if I 
could feel calm and confident?

Even though I’m still a little anxious about everything I have to 
do, I’d like to be focused, ready to face what’s most important. 

Even though part of me wants to do everything NOW, I’m 
willing to be patient and do just one thing at a time. 

8. TAPPING

Now you begin tapping in your positive intentions. 

If any of the previous overwhelmed feeling come up, just tap them 
too, interspersing them with the positive. 

This will help you to continue transitioning toward the positive.  

Eyebrow:  I’d like to feel confident.

Side of Eye:  I’d like to be focused. 

Under Eye:  I’d like to feel calm. 

Under Nose:  What if I could be energized about my tasks?

Chin:  What if I could be ready to face what’s most important?

Collarbone:  I’m willing to do just one thing at a time. 

Under Arm:  I choose to be patient with the process. 

Top of Head:  I have the wisdom to know that we can only do 
one thing at a time.  And that’s enough.

9. DEEP BREATH AND REASSESS

Again, take a deep breath and reassess.  

Where are you now?  If you are at a 2 or lower, you are likely 
ready to spring into action - no longer feeling that overwhelmed, 
stuck feeling.  

But if you’re still over a 2, do a little more looking inside to see 
what your resistance is.  

It’s possible there is another issue that you haven’t tapped on. 

Why This Works

By first dumping or venting all your negative emotions and 
thoughts, you’ll begin to calm down, to reduce the intensity. 

How to Do EFT
Step By Step
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You can then gently move into the positive.  Do this by beginning 
your first positive phrases with “I’d like to,” or “What if.”

Finally, when you feel ready, you can state your positive intention 
beginning with, “I choose.”

This is an abbreviated description of a method I use all the time to 
move from the negative to the positive with EFT. 

I call it the Growing Up Method, because using it, we go from an 
immature state of whining to a wise state of choosing.  

At this point, you’ve got everything you need to be effective using 
EFT.  

But, if you’re curious to learn more, read on for a deeper look into 
EFT and some Frequently Asked Questions 

FAQs
Why is Whining Good When Doing EFT?

It REALLY helps to get as petty and childish and whiny as you can 
when tapping your first few rounds.  

We often ignore those parts of us that want to be cuddled, want 
approval, feel insecure and just want to be heard. 

Tapping, while expressing those thoughts and emotions helps 
heal and integrate all parts of us and can feel really good!

That enables those childish and petty thoughts and emotions to 

get up and out.

After each one or several rounds of tapping, stop and take a deep 
breath.  This helps move more energy and clear your thoughts. 

After the deep breath, tune in again and notice how you’re 
thinking and feeling about your issue.  

What Can I Expect to Experience?

At the end of your first few rounds, you may experience any of 
several things:

How to Do EFT
Step By Step
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YOU FEEL BETTER

Great!  Tap until you are a zero in intensity. 

NOTHING CHANGED

If you feel just the same as you did when you started, maybe 
nothing did change. 

Possible causes:  

1. Alcohol, drugs or chemical toxins can all interfere with EFT 
working because they affect your body’s energy system. 

If you are under the influence of any of these, EFT may be 
ineffective. 

2. Inadequate water in the system can block energetic changes.  
If you haven’t drunk enough water, or have consumed only 
drinks like coffee, tea, juice or soda, drink water and begin EFT 
again. 

I once did a session with a man who made no shifts at all 
during our session, which is extremely rare.  At about the 
half way point, when I’d tried every remedy I knew, I asked 
him about his water intake. 

He told me he was unable to drink water, as it made him 
nauseous and had consumed his morning medications with 
beer. And hadn’t eaten all day. 

No wonder he wasn’t making any shifts! 

3. You are not tuned in emotionally to the issue. You are tapping, 
but not really feeling it.  

Before resuming tapping, take a moment to close your eyes and 
imagine the circumstances around your upset. 

Do whatever you can to heighten your emotions about it. And 
while you tap, really feel you emotions.  Like an over-the-top 
actor, make them stronger. 

4.You have stronger 
reasons for keeping this 
problem than you have for 
letting it go. 

In other words - you’re 
stuck!

These reasons can be 
conscious or unconscious. 

If you don’t want to let go of 
your anger, because you’re 

using it to punish someone, you may not make any shifts 
with EFT.  

If you perceive your anxiety is keeping you safe, even EFT 
won’t make you let it go. 

5. You’re not tapping on the real issue. Often, our upset today 
is rooted in a related upset from years ago, even way back into 
childhood. Tune in and ask yourself one or all of the following...

How to Do EFT
Step By Step
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 What does this remind me of? 

When did I feel this way as a child?

What could be the root of this?

What could this be related to?

Then, tap on the earlier incident before returning to today’s upset. 

Once I was triggered by the way I felt disrespected by a 
man in a meeting. I went home and tapped on my thoughts 
and emotions about it. I felt better.  

But 30 minutes later, I was angry at him again.  Again, I 
cleared it with tapping. 

Another 30 minutes later, it was back. This time I got 
suspicious and asked myself, “What could this be related 
to?”

I was immediately reminded of the way my brother would 
tickle me until I was screaming in agony and in a violent 
rage, incapable of stopping him except for biting. 

I tapped to clear that memory. Then the present day issue 
was gone for good. 

YOU FEEL WORSE

By tapping and tuning in, you have probably tapped into a greater 
welling of emotion than you realized was there. 

This is actually a good sign, because that deep emotion has been 
affecting you, even if you weren't aware of it.  

Continue tapping, feeling comforted by knowing the work you are 
doing is life-transforming. 

YOU FEEL A NEW 
UPSETTING EMOTION

When you started 
tapping, you may have 
felt hurt.  

After tapping a couple of 
rounds on your hurt 
thoughts and feelings, a 
new emotion may arise.

Perhaps anger or guilt.  

This is also a good sign, as our thoughts, feelings and beliefs 
around the events of our lives can have many layers, like the 
layers of an onion.  

Feeling a new emotion means you are making progress and have 
moved to a new layer. 

Tap on the new emotion.

A MEMORY ARISES

Sometimes, during tapping, you may remember an event from 
your life that is related to your present-day issue. 

How to Do EFT
Step By Step
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When this happens, take a little side-trip and tap on the memory. 

The easiest way to do this is to simply tap while telling the story of 
the memory and including what you thought and how you felt. 
Then return to tapping on your present-day issue. 

This is a very thorough and valuable way to clear an event, and 
the roots that keep stimulating similar events in your current life. 

What Makes EFT Work?
While I can’t claim to know the mechanism that causes EFT to 
work, there are some critical elements that are clear. 

The two key elements that make EFT work are:

- being tuned in to the thoughts and emotions of your 
issue while 

- tapping on the meridian points.

When tapping the energy meridians while tuned in to your 
disturbing state, you enable your mind and body to go from a 
stressed out, fight or flight state, to one of greater calm.  This 
changes your perspective and allows wisdom, creativity and 
resourcefulness to emerge.

Tap On One Side or Both?
Research can measure and record the electrical stimulation of 
acupuncture needles. 

That research shows us that even if the meridian is stimulated on 
just one side of the body, the matching meridian on the other side 
is stimulated too.

This means you can tap on just one side of the body and you’ll 
get a whole body effect.

You can tap on both sides of the body, one side, or even switch 
sides or hands as you tap.

Tapping Tips
Here are some general tapping tips, based on the things I’ve 
learned over the years that makes EFT work especially well. 

TUNE IN

Make sure that if you’re going to take the time to tap, you really 
tune in.  Tapping the meridian points will work to move the energy 
that’s related to what you’re tuned into, not just what you’re 
saying.

MAKE A LIST

Make a list, then tap on the list, plus add in extemporaneous 
(related) thoughts as you tap.  This really helps you to thoroughly 
clear the issue.

How to Do EFT
Step By Step
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GET NASTY, PETTY, CHILDISH

It REALLY helps to get as petty and childish and whiny as you feel 
when tapping your first few rounds.  

That enables those childish and petty thoughts and emotions to 
get up and out.

It also communicates to the parts of you with those thoughts and 
feelings that you value all of you. 

SILENTLY OR OUT LOUD

EFT tapping works both silently or aloud.

The key element is FOCUS!

If you can stay wholly focused on the subject of your tapping, 
doing EFT silently will work equally well as aloud. If you find your 
concentration lagging, then you need to do it aloud.

And if you’re not making progress as fast as you think you could 
be, doing EFT aloud, with increased focus and emphasis, can 
often make a big difference in results.

 

Use EFT for...
• Cravings

• Any emotional upset

• Repetitive 

thoughts

• Haunting 
memories

• Procrastination

• Overwhelm

• Pain

• Insomnia

• Goal-Setting

• Headaches

• Fatigue

• As founder Gary 
Craig said, “Try it on everything!”
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Good Times to Do EFT
• When you wake up - before 

getting out of bed

• In the bathroom - toilet, tub, 
shower

• Walking, hiking

• On aerobic equipment like a 
treadmill or stationary 
bicycle

• Waiting - stop lights, traffic 
jam, etc. 

• Before sleep

• Middle of the night - when you can’t sleep

• Whenever you’re triggered

• When your brain gets foggy or you lose concentration

• When you’re drowsy and need to stay alert (driving, 
working)

How to Get Started...
Just jump right in.  

Use EFT immediately.  

You have everything you need to get started now. 

You may also want to do some sessions with an EFT professional.  

That can make a huge difference in you feeling confident in your 
ability to “do it right.”

It can also be great to get an EFT buddy.  

Meet weekly, on the phone or in person and swap doing EFT for 
each other - as if you’re both practitioners. 

That will speed your progress greatly. 

Confidence 
Boosters
Several things can help 
you get comfortable and 
confident with tapping.  
Some suggestions:

•Take a workshop - 
nothing beats learning 
with others
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• Read articles on how to do EFT - from a variety of authors

• Do a few sessions with an EFT practitioner - great way to 
combine learning and healing

• Do EFT yourself whenever you get upset or feel stuck

• Sign up for my free EFT video course - a new video will 
come to your email every few days, giving you an easy way 
to learn the various techniques

Just Takes a Few Minutes

You can learn the basic EFT 
principles in just a few 
minutes.  

All you need is a tapping chart 
so you get a reminder of 
where the points are and 
some guidance about what to 
say.

With a little practice, you can 
get relief from EFT in less 
than 5 minutes. And it’s free!

That means that in 5 minutes 
or less, you can go from stuck 
and confused to clear, 
energized and focused.  

If you haven’t experienced it before, I think you’ll be amazed at the 
quick results.

Can’t Stomach the EFT Set Up?
What if you just can’t stomach saying “I love and accept myself?”  

Will EFT still work?  

YES!

Do I have to say it anyway?

NO!

There are many ways to state the problem and convey self-
acceptance.  

You can just make a positive statement after the problem 
statement.  

Examples of these other possibilities follow. 

It’s better to make a statement that you can be sincere about 
instead of making a statement you don’t believe.  

It’s good tapping technique to learn a few set-up affirmations, so 
you don’t have to think too hard when doing EFT.

When learned, EFT is so quick to do, and so effective and rapidly 
transformative, you want to let it be as easy as possible. 
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I personally use EFT nearly every day.  If it wasn’t quick, easy and 
effective, I would have dropped 
it long ago.

Here are some alternatives to 
the “I deeply and completely 
love and accept myself,” 
statement.

Alternatives to the 
Traditional Set-Up:
Even though I ____________, I 
accept myself and all my 

feelings.

Even though I ____________, I accept myself no matter what.

Even though I ____________, I accept myself right now.

Even though I ____________, I accept myself just as I am.

Even though I ____________, I know deep down I am good.

Even though I ____________, I’m ok.

Even though I ____________, deep down I know I’m ok.

Even though I ____________, God loves me.

Even though I ____________, I want to accept myself.

Even though I ____________, what if I could accept myself?

Even though I ____________, wouldn’t it be great if I could 
accept myself no matter what?

Even though I ____________, I’d like to be able to accept 
myself.

Even though I ____________, I can imagine the possibility of 
beginning to accept myself some day.

Even though I ____________, I’m tapping on it.

Even though I ____________,that’s ok. 

Even though I ____________, I’m alive.

The idea is to say a positive affirmation after your problem 
statement.  

If that affirmation can be self accepting and loving - terrific!  But if 
it can’t, don’t let that stop you from doing EFT.  

Just make any positive statement you can. 

The set-up usually takes around 15-20 seconds, even if you add 
embellishments or use some alternative language.  It’s very quick.

When to Work With an EFT Professional

TRAUMA

There are times when it’s actually not a good idea to do EFT by 
yourself.  
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Those include working on highly charged issues like trauma of 
death, abuse, horror and violence. 

EFT works wonderfully on those issues, but it requires sensitivity, 
skill and 
experience. 

Also, doing EFT 
yourself on your 
most vulnerable 
issues is like 
performing a root 
canal on yourself. 

Very difficult to see 
what you’re doing 
and maintain 
distance and perspective. 

YOU WANT LIFE CHANGE NOW!

Another reason to get professional help is to greatly speed up 
your progress.  

Your sessions with the professional will make a big impact - and 
be sure to ask for homework to be doing between sessions. 

UNTANGLING THOSE ILLUSIVE ROOTS

You may also need help getting at the roots of your current 
issues.  

It can take some detective work to find and clear all the original 
causes of today’s issues. 

It’s difficult to have the perspective you need when you are caught 
in the midst of your problems. 

Having a professional guide, who knows EFT and gets to know 
you, can enable you to make deep and lasting change. 

YOU WANT TO BECOME AN EFT PRACTITIONER

Are you interested in becoming an EFT practitioner and working 
with others?  Terrific!  It’s so rewarding to help others let go of the 
limiting emotions and 
beliefs that hold them 

back. 

Like I did when I was first 
learning, you may just feel 
like you need more 
instruction to be really 
good at doing EFT.  

Working with an EFT 
practitioner can greatly 
boost your skill and 
confidence - and help you 
awaken and heal at the 
same time.  

This is critical if you want to 
become an EFT practitioner yourself. 
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KARATE CHOP

Tap the fleshy outside part of one hand the 
the fingers of the other hand. 

EYEBROW

Tap with one-three fingers at the starting 
point of the eyebrows.

SIDE OF EYE

Tap with several fingers, gently on the temple 
and bony orbit on the outer edge of the eye.

UNDER EYE

Tap with two or three fingers on the bony 
ridge just under the eye – gently here!

UNDER NOSE

Tap right in the center point between the 
nose and mouth. Use the pressure of your 
middle finger.

CHIN

Tap right in the center, at the indentation of 
your chin.  The middle finger pressure is 
what counts.
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COLLARBONE

Tap firmly, with three fingers, on either side of 
the sternum and just below the collarbone. 
You can alternatively use one hand – the 
thumb on one side of the sternum, your 
fingers on the other.

UNDER ARM

Tap or slap, with several fingers or your 
whole hand. Tap along your shirt seam-line, 
around four inches below the armpit or in the 
middle of your bra strap. If you locate a 
painful spot, you are likely on the meridian 
point.

  

TOP OF HEAD

Tap with all five fingers of one hand, in a 
circular motion, to cover the many meridians 
crossing over the head.
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How to Do EFT
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Natalie Hill has been helping powerful women become more 
influential for the past seven years.  

She calls herself a Blockbuster because she helps creative, 
talented women break any blocks holding them back from 
success and abundance in 
all areas of their lives. 

Natalie specializes in 
removing the blocks of 
anxiety and procrastination. 

Natalie recently broke free of 
her mortgage, her car and 
her stuff and left Tucson, 
Arizona to travel the world. 

At the time of this writing, she’s living on a beach in Phuket, 
Thailand, where she writes, explores and coaches other gutsy 
women from around the world, via phone and Skype. 

Take a free video course and learn more about Natalie's favorite 
block-busting tool, Matrix Reimprinting with EFT, at her website, 
EFTTappingTechniques.com.  

Natalie loves helping people and works with only five clients at 
any time. 

She only works with clients who are passionate about overcoming 
their blocks and who are willing to let go of their inner resistance 
to become successful and abundant.  

If this describes you and you’d like to get on Natalie’s waiting list, 
we can set up a complementary 20 minute chat with Natalie to 
see if you might be a fit for doing some blockbusting together, 
when there’s an opening.   

You can contact Natalie by email at WorldNatalie@gmail.com. 
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